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SIMULTANEOUS DIFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS.
and therefore the above equations give
fa (£)/, (D) - & (D)f, (D)} * = & (.D) y, - fc (JD) Ts ...... (II).
Now let llt £2, mj, m2 be the indices of the highest differential
coefficients iix/^/j, <£x, </>2 respectively; then the index of the
highest differential in £a (D)/! (D) is w2 •+• Zx and in </>1 (D)/2 (D) is
wi ~f~ ^2 5 °f ^hese two numbers let n denote that which is riot less
than the other, so that n is the order of the highest differential
coefficient of x in the foregoing linear equation determining x.
To solve it we adopt the method of Chapter in. applicable to an
ordinary single equation ; if P be any value of x which satisfies
the equation (there called the Particular Integral), and \, \, . „., \n
the n roots of the equation
0 ..... ............. (A),
the complete value of as is
where Alt At, ............ , An are arbitrary constants.
Proceed in the same way to eliminate tc from the two funda-
mental equations by operating on the first with /a (D) and sub-
tracting it from the second after this has been operated upon with
fl (D); we then have
{^(D}fl(D}-^(D)MD}\y=fl(D)T,i-MD)Tl ...... (Ill),
and so as before
where Bt, Bt, ....... Bn are arbitrary constants, and Q is the Parti-
cular Integral of the differential equation (III).
108. We have in the expressions for the two dependent
variables two sets of constants arising from the differential equations
II. ami III. ; they are both composed of arbitrary constants, but
we do not know whether they are independent of one another ;
this dependence may exiet and yet the constants may be arbitrary.
Thus any one of the constants B might be a multiple of one of
the constants A ; the latter being arbitrary the former would
be so also. We therefore must" determine the number of inde-
pendent arbitrary constants. To do this let the values of & and y
be substituted in either of the equations (I), say in the first ; then.

